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Thread: Super primal and scent of Eros
Gabriel - April 5, 2015, 10:42 pm

Have any one tried super primal and scent of Eros? Write your experience here if you have tried.
Gabriel - April 5, 2015, 11:15 pm

Nobody ever used them?
V-nice - April 5, 2015, 11:20 pm

Scent of Eros
Even today, one of the better products out there. One of the premiere socials.
Excellent ice breaker. Not huge range, but decent. Not the fastest hitter, but decent.
Scent of Eros is attractive. It opens up the ladies and makes them Chatty, and want to be around
you. I had MANY good moments with Scent of Eros , including a number close.
Pairs well with other mones and helps smoothen out some of the heavy, intimidating, sexual
mones.
There was definitely some time and work put into this formula. It's one of those pheromones that is
simply good at what it's supposed to do.
Gabriel - April 6, 2015, 12:11 am

So, how to apply scent of Eros?
V-nice - April 6, 2015, 12:40 am

(04-05-2015 7:11 PM)Gabriel Wrote: &nbsp;So, how to apply scent of Eros?
Well, it's roller bottle, far as I know. And you can apply 5-10 inches throughout neck and wrists.
Anywhere you have good pulse points.
For me, there's no OD with scent of Eros.
kimosabe - April 8, 2015, 10:37 am

Scent of Eros gives me the yawns, so I apply it to my outer forearms. 6" per forearm.
Khan Solo - April 12, 2015, 6:44 pm

Scent of Eros is Alpha Androstenol + arone, right? Has anybody considered to combine with A-1?
Nedash - April 20, 2015, 4:13 am

Super Primal for her,
first i should mention i am a newbie, this was the first bottle of pheromones i bought with Essence of
Woman .
first time i used it was for uni, i applied 1 drop on each wrist, 2 on the neck and 2 in my hair, at first
nothing! after 30 min it hit me, OMG i was feeling so happy, energized, singing, dancing ( i was still

home! ;) ) i should mention i have been suffering from depression for a while, so feeling this way
was GREAT!
i had to do a presentation on that day, considering i am a second language student, i was feeling
confident and comfortable doing it! which in past whenever i had to do a presentation i could hear
my heart beat and never felt comfortable!
as of my classmates, those with blonde hair and lighter skin avoided any eye contact, even the guy
who i'm doing an assignment with avoided talking or looking at me! but i had a lot of eye contact
with Asian and those with dark skin tone and dark hair, and there was this Asian girl which stared at
me for a while!
on the way back, a lady roughly 45, in the elevator was staring at me and smiling, the whole time
she was looking at me which did feel uncomfortable!
the second day, i wore the same amount, went to do some shopping, the same self effects, which i
really enjoy, nothing unusual, couple of eye contacts, the girls at the check out was nice, not sure if
it was the pheromones or she was having a good day!
the third day, again the same application, went to a cafe with a girl friend, again! those with lighter
hair/skin avoiding me, Asians and darker skin/hair tones smile at me.
don't know why this happens?! definitely don't want people avoiding me!
Pheroman - April 21, 2015, 1:45 am

SEO is a great product, people are friendly and love being with you.
And its effects grow as you spend more time with them.
It makes women upbeat and happy, which means happy to be with you.
Its also one of the most reviewed products if you care to look around.
SeekingSuccess - April 21, 2015, 5:43 am

(04-20-2015 8:45 PM)Pheroman Wrote: &nbsp;SEO is a great product, people are friendly and love
being with you.
And its effects grow as you spend more time with them.
It makes women upbeat and happy, which means happy to be with you.
Its also one of the most reviewed products if you care to look around.
Where are you referring to. I could not really find any of your posts concerning Scent of Eros
Pheroman - April 21, 2015, 12:22 pm

In the journal from pg 2.
Here's an ecxerpt
Scent Of Eros = 2inch each side smeared + 2inch smeared over both arms
Setting = daytime, outdoor covered area
Weather = hot
1 application
Effect is pretty much the same, we are now friends and she often seeks me out for a chat almost
every day for a week. The good thing is she's fun to talk with.
Definitely a first for me getting close to this type of girl, she's not the type of girl many guys would
approach.
Next meeting I will set up a date, this will be interesting.

